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The Leader in Microfeedback 

Membership Network for Black & Latinx Founders

5 Day Deliberate Goal Setting Challenges

Chicago’s 1st Exchange Program for Tech Spaces

Global Sourcing for Startups 

Innovation Think Tanks & Trainings

THOMAS K.R. STOVALL
ThomasKRStovall.com
TKRS@ThomasKRStovall.com
312.260.7677 ext.111
Thomas K.R. Stovall bio

CANDID’s OmniGlance Microfeedback Monitoring Dashboard crowd-sources feedback directly 
from customers, employees and others connected to an organization to turn any group of people, 
across any medium (digital, print, online), into an instant focus group in under 60 seconds.

Chicago-based ImBlackInTech™, with 1400+ members, is the Midwest’s largest membership 
organization for Black and Latinx founders of emerging tech startups. ImBlackInTech™ members 
have raised + generated $200MM+ in their startups to date.

The Intention Mastery membership community gives entrepreneurs the structure to literally
redesign how their brains operate. Modeled after the “Cue, Routine, Reward, Craving” system
outlined in Charles Duhigg’s book, The Power of Habit, these 5 day challenges shift an
entrepreneur’s habits on a micro level, one day at a time, one action at a time, with the
focus on taking the ONE most important action for the business, every single day.

techXchange™ is Chicago’s 1st exchange program for members of technology incubators and 
co-working spaces. techXchange™ is a free program that allows members of techX partner spac-
es to work out of other member spaces for 7 days each month. techX promotes collaboration and
diversity of thought, people and experiences throughout the spaces that are the cornerstone
of Chicago’s tech ecosystem.

POC Globaltech™ leverages decades of relationships with affiliates who source globally for 
multi-billion dollar companies with factories all over the world. Within 90 days, POC increases 
supply chain efficiency to cut production costs and increase production capacity, while 
simultaneously securing national product distribution through exclusive partnerships with
large retailers. 

In 90 minutes, participants identify and align on THREE measurable solutions that deal with
the top challenge that the stakeholders in that room identify that the organization is facing,
with respect to its immediate goals. TLAS innovation think tanks are facilitated for corporations,
educational institutions, associations and impact organizations.
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